
G O R D I A N

CODE: HARN50000 Sizing
S | M | L | XL

Weight
2.1kg

Standards
SANS 50361 l EN 361  
SANS 50358 l EN 358
SANS 50813 l EN 813

ROPE ACCESS HARNESS

DESCRIPTION: 
This is a rope access and rescue harness with specialised features. The 
harness has been engineered for those who need to navigate obstacles while 
ascending or descending from heights; performing a rescue; or working at 
heights in conditions where multiple functionalities are needed.

The waist D-Ring acts as the main rope anchor point while the chest D-Ring 
performs the function of a back-up rope anchor point or attachment point for 
a vertical or retractable lifeline.

The dorsal D-ring enables the wearer to select the correct lanyard attachment 
for their work requirement, if needed, and the side D-rings enable the wearer 
to attach a work positioning belt to free up their hands while working at 
heights.

The waist belt contains two gear loops where the wearer can attach tools, 
freeing up the wearer’s hands and improving safety whilst working at heights. 
Available in 4 sizes, the harness features fully adjustable straps in the back, 
shoulder, waist and leg areas, enabling the wearer to customise the fit for 
enhanced comfort. Comfort is further enhanced through added padding to 
the leg and waist straps enabling pressure to be spread over a larger area.

MATERIALS:
Harness Webbing:  •  45mm UV-Resistant polyester webbing with a minimum breaking load of 2,6 tonnes

Padding: •  5mm laminated foam to spread pressure over a larger area

Buckles:  •  Interlocking, corrosion-resistant steel buckles

 This product is manufactured in South Africa by BBF Safety Group (Pty) Ltd. in an ISO 9001 

 accredited factory.
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ROPE ACCESS & RESCUE 
HARNESS FEATURING:
-  5 attachment points: Front waist, chest & dorsal 

D-ring with work positioning D-rings & loops
-  Adjustable leg, waist, shoulder and back straps
- Padding in the leg & waist areas


